
» Labor Scheduling and Employee Timekeeping, which 
can be exported to numerous payroll companies and 
accounting packages

» Tip pooling for team service and/or sharing tips with 
bar backs and busboys

» Employee Break maintenance to keep you in 
compliance with state mandated and minor specific 
break laws

» Gift certificate issuing and tracking

» Frequent Diner Program with customizable  
reward levels

» Inventory Tracking with food costing and the ability 
to export inventory information to third party 
inventory packages

» Customer Reservations complete with pager interface

» Bartender drink recipes for training new bar staff

» The ability to pre-authorize bar tabs

» House charge accounts for tracking customer 
purchases and employee meals with personalized 
statements

» Customer loyalty program allows  
you to email numerous customers at once to  
alert them about specials, events, etc. 

» Driver’s license verification using barcode or 
magnetic swipe reader

» Beer and wine club

» The ability to easily split checks by seat 

» Kitchen orders by course, with the ability to hold  
and fire items

» Microsoft SQL Database for rock solid reliability  
and scalability

» The ability to interface with Google Maps for 
delivery directions

» Numerous interfaces to popular payroll, general 
ledger and inventory control programs

» Online Ordering for eCommerce, which allows orders 
to come from the web to the kitchen seamlessly

» Several EMV options with mobile payment 
technologies (Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Google  
Pay, etc.)

All of the Features Your  
Customers are Demanding

Dealer Contact Information

Visit us today:  
www.FuturePOS.com

While other software companies have been cashing in on buzzwords, we took our 20 years in the 

business and built the deepest, most comprehensive product to ever hit the market.

Future POS version 6 has several key features that helps distinguish it from the rest of the pack.  

A web-based back office that allows for cloud-based maintenance and reporting, a built in  

drag-and-drop report writer, and the ability to have different graphical “themes” on the Point-of-Sale. 

Most legacy applications are starting to look outdated. All of the new tablet POS companies have 

cloud capabilities but offer minimal functionality and poor reliability. Future POS is providing the 

best of both worlds. 

Feature Rich Cloud Based Back Office
Future POS v6’s Cloud based technology brings end users  
true operational freedom. Experience the power of controlling 
your business’s back of the house whenever and wherever 
you choose. Operators can access data from any web browser 
capable tablet, laptop, or mobile device thanks to Future POS’s 
modern responsive layout and designs. The Future POS v6 
robust Cloud application lets you truly run your business easily 
and effectively without limitations.

Award Winning  
Point-of-Sale  

Software

Reliable, Easy-to-Use & Completely Customizable
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EMV
Unlike most POS systems that force you to use their one and only EMV solution,  
Future POS has several EMV options to fit your needs.  Do you just want a simple 
and inexpensive EMV solution that allows you to avoid EMV chargebacks?   
We have that.  Or would you prefer a more robust solution that can show the 
customer their check and prompt for a tip and signature?  We can do that too.  
Need a state of the art tableside ordering solution with built in EMV and  
3G failover?  We’re the only ones who can offer you that.  When it comes to 
payment security, Future POS has always been an industry leader.

Surveillance with Text Insertion
When it comes to video surveillance, Future POS has 
the right size to fit your needs.  We support standard 
DVRs with text insertion and managers can view video 
associated with POS activities with the click of a button.  
We also blow the competition away with our built in 
surveillance system that uses ordinary web cameras.  
For the price of a web cam you can eliminate buddy 
punching, view live cameras and monitor your business with 
event-driven video.  Protect your business from fraud and 
theft by tracking important point-of-sale activities. 

Multi-Column Modifiers 
At Future POS we realize how important it is to get orders into the system 
fast and accurately.  We have reduced ordering time and user error with our 
innovative feature we call multi-column modifiers.  Every option for an item 
can be found in one modifier window.  There is no need to click from screen 
to screen or search for buttons on different menus.  Customers see all of 
their modifier selections on one screen with one click, eliminating redundant 
keystrokes and reducing the likelihood of selecting the wrong modifier.

Digital Signage
Unlike other POS systems that have no Digital Signage capabilities or use  
a third party, Future POS’s cutting edge digital signage module is included 
free of charge.  It provides all of the features you would expect from an 
expensive digital signage system, including things like:

» Scheduled content to display advertisements, specials, movies and  
more in a customized playlist.

» Support for rear-facing displays or outside drive-thru displays with  
real-time output of sales information.

» Digital Menu Boards with features such as live menu updates via our user friendly, drag and drop interface.

Kitchen Video Display Unit (VDU)
Reduce paper waste and provide faster order fulfillment by outputting 
orders to a Video Display Unit instead of a remote printer. This 
technology quickly displays orders to your kitchen staff, allowing 
you to reduce ticket times and to increase table turns. In addition to 
tracking prep times, a Kitchen VDU can also provide helpful preparation 
instructions for enhanced order accuracy.

Advanced Theme Engine 
The industry standard, rock solid Future POS  
Front End has been updated to use our new 
Advanced Theme Engine. This means that the 
entire look and feel of the Front End can easily  
be changed. In addition to custom themes  
that can be provided by the customer, there  
are also seasonal themes that change the  
look and feel of the Front End based on the 
upcoming holiday. 

Dashboards 
With Future Cloud Dashboard functionality, it’s  
easy to turn custom reports into a docked  
visual representation of your data. At a  
glance, the user can see the numbers  
that matter the most by making use of  
an intuitive drag and drop interface.

Handhelds and Mobile POS 
Future POS handheld devices provide your workforce with increased 
efficiency and mobility while giving your customers faster service.  Handheld 
devices are similar to a Future POS terminal, only portable. Our Mobile POS 
app runs on both Android and iOS devices.  Our Mobile POS solution can also 
do EMV with support for Apple Pay, Samsung Pay and Google Pay.

Future POS Gift Cards
Gift cards from Future POS are a great way to build customer loyalty and increase 
revenue. When a customer purchases a gift card, you receive payment in advance 
of rendering the product or service. This keeps the customer coming through 
your door.  Research shows that when a customers uses a gift card they spend an 
average of 45% more than the price of the gift card!

Award Winning 
Point-of-Sale Software


